Generalizing methods developed by Pinn, Pordt and Wieczerkowski for the hierarchical model with one component (N = 1) and dimensions d between 2 and 4 we compute O(N )-symmetric fixed points of the hierarchical renormalization group equation for some N and d with 0 < d < 4 and −2 ≤ N ≤ 20. The spectra of the linearized RG equation at the fixed points are calculated and the critical exponents ν are extracted from the spectrum and compared to Borel-Padé-resummed ǫ-expansion.
Introduction
Euclidean quantum field theories and systems of statistical mechanics are commonly defined by a generating functional of correlation functions
where dµ v is a suitable Gaussian measure with covariance v on the space of fields under consideration. The Gaussian measure describes the free theory and e −V describes the interaction and will be called the "Boltzmann factor". Let us consider a model with N local degrees of freedom. Famous examples of such models in statistical physics are the Ising model with N = 1 and the Heisenberg model with N = 3. These models correspond to φ 4 theories for fields with N real components in the euclidean QFT setup. Here we are using a local variable ϕ ∈ R N to describe such situations. We analytically continue our calculations to noninteger and negative values of N . The case N = 0 is an example of physical significance of this continuation, as it is used for the description of polymers.
N -component models have recently been reconsidered in the literature. In this paper we are doing so using the high accuray scheme of the algebraic renormalization group. Instead of fine tuning critical parameters it is possible to calculate directly the fixed points by using Newtons method. The critical exponents can then be calculated from the spectrum of the linearized RG equation at the fixed point. We give a list of scenarios for various values of N and d.
We will consider hierarchical models in the sense of [7, 4] as an approximation to "full" field theoretic models models by replacing the covariance v = (−∆ + m 2 ) −1 by a translationally non-invariant hierarchical approximation of the massless covariance. They can also be regarded as a system of statistical physics with a peculiar structure. The hierarchical covariance simulates the long distance behaviour of the "full" covariance and preserves the locality of the Bolzmannians under renormalization group transformations (RGT). A Boltzmann factor is called local, if it factorizes e −V(ϕ) = x∈Λ e −V (ϕ(x)) .
The hierarchical RG equation is a RGT of Boltzmannians Z = e −V : R N → R.
For N -component fields the hierarchical RG transformation is given by the non-linear integral transformation
with the Gaussian measure dµ γ (ϕ) = (2) for N = 1 can be found in [7] . The derivation for general N can be done in an exactly analogous way.
In this paper we present the calculation of the O(N )-symmetric fixed points and their spectrum. Fixed points of the RGT determine the long distance behaviour of the system and are a tool to investigate the continuum limit and the thermodynamic limit of such theories. Recently also the stability of O(N )-symmetric fixed points of this equation under disturbances with cubic symmetry was investigated both for full models and in the hierarchical approximation [8] .
The critical exponents are functions of L in the hierarchical approximation but they do not vary very rapidly with L unless L is close to 1. The limit L → 1 is perhaps singular. Koch and Wittwer have shown the existence of a fixed point of this equation with the values N = 1, d = 3 and L d = 2 [6] . For L d = 2 the model is equivalent to Dysons version of the hierarchical model. Also a product of functions can be defined by
The hierarchical RG equation is then given by
and the linearisation L R of R at the "point" f is given by
Note that the product defined in this way is commutative but not associative [9, 4] . It is easy to see that there are two trivial fixed points of the transformation R (apart from Z 0 = 0, which does not define a theory), namely Z U V = 1 and a Gaussian fixed point
Z U V belongs to the massless free theory and Z HT to the massive free theory. One important feature of the RG equation is
The RG equation with β ′ , γ ′ is called the high temperature picture, because the HT fixed point is splitted from the Boltzmannian. In the HT picture Z = 1 belongs to the HT fixed point and the inverse of Z HT belongs to the UV fixed point.
The linearisation at Z U V is given by
Normal ordering is in a sense inverse to Gaussian integration. Using this one is able to compute the spectrum of L R (Z U V ) analytically. This will be done in a first section. After computing the spectrum we go on to discuss "algebraic" RG equations and their approximate solution using a computer. Another way to compute fixed points is by ǫ-expansion. The ǫ-expansion is presumably not convergent. We use Borel-Padé summation of the first terms of the series upon the hypothesis that the series is at least Borel summable. We conclude with a comparison of our results with those found in the literature.
2 The spectrum at Z U V
Since the massive theory is not critical the massless fixed point is more interesting. The eigenfunctions at this fixed point are -as in the case N = 1 -Hermite (normal ordered) polynomials. Let H m be the mth Hermite polynomial given by
and
Note that H µ by the N -fold tensor product of the
The normal ordered O(N )-invariant products ( ϕ 2 ) n are then given by
In the following we will use not use the notation :( ϕ 2 ) n : γ . Since normal ordering is the inverse of Gaussian integration in the following sense
We note that the spectrum in a space of O(N ) symmetric functions is nondegenerate and the same as for the case N = 1.
Algebraic Computation
We now go on to the task of computing non-trivial fixed points and their spectrum. For calculations using a computer it is convenient to use the so called algebraic RG equation. In this technical section we discuss the derivation of this equation.
One expands the functions under considerations into a series of Hermite polynomials or a power series as
These two possibilities to expand the functions minimize the necessary work. Consider a general expansion
where the e n are a suitable system of functions. Then
For e n (ϕ) = (ϕ 2 ) n the expansion of e n e m is trivial and on the other hand if e n is a Hermite polynomial the integral is trivial, since Gaussian integration is inverse to normal ordering.
Expansion in powers of ϕ 2
Let us consider first the expansion in powers of ϕ 2 . One has
The next step is to express (10) as a sum of powers of ϕ 2 . To do the necessary calculations in a convenient way we introduce the generating function G (γ) of the normal ordered products.
By reordering of the series for N = 1 and induction to general N one finds
Since h
n (ψ) = (ψ 2 ) n one expects G (0) (a, ϕ) = e aϕ 2 which is easily verified. As a first step we want to calculate the scalar products h
in powers of a and b and comparing coefficients, we find
Equation (11) can be generalized to compute the coefficients of powers of ϕ 2 in equation (10) . One calculates
By expansion into Binomial series two times and comparing coefficients we find
If we want to get the coefficients c
as in equation (10) we can use the last result together with the orthogonality of the h
The derivation is restricted to γ, γ ′ > 0, but by applying a Gaussian integration with covarianceγ, the covariances can be changed to γ −γ and γ ′ −γ.
We see that equation (12) is correct for all values of γ and γ ′ . Inserting the coefficients c
By replacing z n by z n (γ(1 − β 2 )) −1 that is using the expansion
The algebraic RG equation is a mapping of a subset of R ∞ to R ∞ instead of an integral equation. It is given by
The dimension d is only a numerical parameter in the integral equation. But equation (13) 
Solving the equation numerically
To compute approximate solutions using a computer one simply truncates the equation. We have to solve a finite system of nonlinear equations of the type (13). To avoid changing signs of the coefficients in the expansion of the nontrivial fixed point we do the calculations in the HT picture. Numerical experience suggested as in [7] to use a different normalization, namely
The system of equations which was solved numerically was the one consisting of l max + 1 equations (k ∈ {0, . . . , l max }) given by
This was done by the procedure C05PBF of the NAG library, which is a combination of the newton method and the gradient method to find zeros of a set of nonlinear equations. The eigenvalues of the linearized RG equation have then been computed by the procedure F02AFF. We first reproduced the results of [7] to check the correctness of the implementation.
Effects of the truncation
For N = 1, d = 3 an approximation of this type converges for l max → ∞ [6] . We investigated the effects of the truncation for general N and there is evidence that our approximation converges also. We found it necessary to increase l max with N , see table 1. For further discussion of the effects of the truncation see appendix A.
Numerical results
We present here the observations made during the numerical investigation of the model. There is a bifurcation scenario of the hierarchical RG [7, 4, 9] , which can be understood by means of the implicit function theorem. At k−1 , k ≥ 2 a k-well fixed points bifurcates from the UV fixed point, which exists for d < d k . This can be understood more physically by observing that at d k the eigenvalue λ k of the linearized RG equation at Z U V becomes relevant (λ k > 1). This behaviour has indeed been reproduced by our numerical results for k = 2 and for some cases of k = 3.
For plotting the fixed points one has to choose the parameter γ ′ . We have used the same convention as [7] :
The plots show the potentials (V = − ln(Z)) of the fixed points in the UV picture normed by
O(N )-invariance allowes us to use only one variable for integer N . We define fixed points for noninteger N by the formula above.
Close to the bifurcation points our truncation scheme becomes bad due to the flatness of the non-trivial fixed point. We present here the conjectured behaviour of the system, abstracted from the numerical results. The fixed point which bifurcates at d = 4 from the UV fixed point has shown the following behaviour.
• For N = −2 the potential is a single well and the critical exponent is 0.5. (Fig. 4, 5 ) The potential could be fitted to an approximatively quartic function ϕ a (a = 3.982(2)) for ϕ = 0.01 . . . 0.5 at d = 3. First order ǫ-expansion results in v(ϕ) = c 1 + c 2 ϕ 4 .
• For N > −2 the potential is a double-well. The minimum becomes deeper with growing N and shifts to bigger arguments. The critical
converges on a function ζ * as N → ∞. (Fig. 3, 6 ) (Fig. 3 ).
• N ≥ 1 (Fig. 3, 8) -The fixed point exists for 2 < d < 4.
-ν diverges as d ց 2, because the first fixed eigenvalue at the fixed point converges on 1:
• 0 < N < 1 (Fig. 3, 8 )
-d ′ grows (non linearly) with N from 0 to 2.
• N = 0. (Fig. 1, 3, 7) -The fixed point exists for 0 < d < 4.
-ν diverges as d ց 0, because of
• −2 < N < 0. (Fig. 3, 7) -The fixed point exists for 0 < d < 4.
(non linearly) with growing N from 2 to 0.
-The limit of ν as d ց 0 exists, since the divergencies of λ 1 and
cancel.
• At d = 2 ν diverges as N ր 1, because of λ 1 → 1. (Fig. 4, 5, 7, 8 ).
With a view on the theorem of implicit functions λ 1 → 1 indicates possible points of further bifurcations or the end of existence of solutions. We did not find other solutions below the corresponding values of d and is was also not possible to follow the fixed point below these values of d. Based on these observations the conclusion is, that these are the points where the existence of the nontrivial fixed points ends. A similar conclusion seems to apply for the case d = 2, N ր 1. The fixed point which exists below N = 1 does not exist for values of N ≥ 1. In this case other fixed points are known to exist at N = 1, d = 2 [9] . Furthermore we investigated 3-well fixed points and found the following behaviour.
• There exists a 3-well fixed point for N = 1 and 2 < d < 3. (Fig. 8 and the figures in [7] )
• There exists a 3-well fixed point for N > 1 and
It is unknown whether d ′ > 2. (Fig. 8) • There exists a 3-well fixed point for N < 1 and (Fig. 2, 7) • The second eigenvalue λ 2 of the linearized RG equation at the 3-well converges on 1 as d ց d ′ . (Fig. 7, 8 )
ǫ-Expansion
Following closely the lines of [7] one can generalize the ǫ-expansion to the model with N components (ǫ = 4 − d). We work in the UV picture because of the simple structure of the UV fixed point,
This results in z n = δ n,0 . Furthermore we expand in terms of hermite polynomials since they are the eigenfunctions at Z U V , see section 2. Again the first step is to calculate the algebraic RG transformation for this case. If we know the expansion of a product of two hermite polynomials we only have to integrate a hermite polynomial, which is trivial. We have to calculate the coefficients C nm
This is again done by the method of generating functions. Using the orthogonality equation (11) we get
This leaves us with the calculation of the scalar product. We calculate
and do an a bit lengthy expansion of the right hand side of the equation to compare coefficients of a, b, c to find
The final result is
It was verified using Maple that for N = 1 these coefficients are the same as those found by [7] . The integration of h (γ) k in the RG equation is now trivial and only amounts to a multiplication with β 2k .
To make the algebraic RG equation again independent of γ we use the expansion
n .
Inserting this expansion into the RG equation results in
We define the γ-independent structure coefficients C nm 
ǫ-expansion of the fixed points
The ǫ-expansion is an expansion of the coefficients z l of a fixed point into an asymptotic series of the form
We write the fixed point equation in the form
Expanding the left and the right hand side of the equation in powers of ǫ yields recursive equations for the z
l . The calculation of these equations does not differ in an essential way from the one in [7] , and we will leave it out here. One only has to replace the structure coefficients by the C nm k we just calculated.
To first order we find for the fixed point
We note that for N = −2 and ǫ > 0 the fixed point has the form of a quartic single-well and for N > −2 it is a double-well. Figure 9 presents some fixed points calculated to order 1, 2 and 3 by ǫ-expansion compared to numerically calculated fixed points.
ǫ-expansion of eigenvalues
Given the fixed point we can calculate the linearisation of the RG equation at this fixed point. The linearisation is given by the matrix A(z)
The eigenvalue equation is then
We get the ǫ-expansion of A(z) by inserting the expansions of β 2l (with coefficients b
Expanding also the eigenvectors
and the corresponding eigenvalues
we can use a generalisation of nondegenerate perturbation theory. For details we refer to [7, 4] . Summarizing we get the following equations (l * = 2)
With these equations it is possible to calculate the ǫ-expansion of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors recursively order by order. To each order the sums are finite.
The critical exponent ν belongs to λ 1 . The first order coefficient is
Summing up to first order
and expanding the logarithm in ν −1 =
we get
The ǫ-expansion was calculated up to 6th order using Maple V Release 3. The results of [7] for the case N = 1 were reproduced. In appendix C some analytical results of the ǫ-expansion are given. Table 3 : ν(N = 0) calculated by different methods explained in the text.
We calculated ν first in the "naive" way, that is by summing the ǫ-expansion of λ and calculating ν = . This is called "naive", because the ǫ-expansion is presumably not convergent. Upon the hypothesis that it is at least Borel-summable, we calculated the Borel sum of the expansion
Then we calculated the diagonal Padé approximation Q(ǫ) of this sum and did a numerical Borel transform of Q Table 3 shows values of the critical exponent ν calculated by "naive" summation of the ǫ-expansion up to order k, by numerical computation of the eigenvalues and by Borel-Padé summation of the ǫ-expansion up to 6th order. Table 9 shows values of ν calculated by Borel-Padé approximation of the ǫ-expansion up to 6. order. For small ǫ there is a very good agreement between the values calculated by solving the truncated system and those calculated by Borel-Padé summation of the ǫ-expansion. If we go to d = 3 only 2 to 3 digits agree. Unfortunately we do not have error estimates for the Borel-Padé summation. [1] . Compared to results for the "full" model the hierarchical model overestimates the critical exponent. We refer to the results of [10] found by convergent high temperature expansion and of [5] calculated by perturbation theory. For N → ∞ and N → −2 the hierarchical model has the same exponents as the "full" model. Other -more physical -routes from this point are systematic corrections to the hierarchical approximation and the study of fixed points with less symmetry, e.g. [8] .
Comparison with other results and Conclusion
N = −1 N = 0 N = 1 N = 2 N = 3 N = 4
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A Effects of the truncation
B Numerical results: the exponent ν Table 7 and table 8 show some numerically calculated results of the critical exponent ν for different values of N and d.
C Some results of the ǫ expansion
In this appendix we present some of the results of the ǫ expansion calculated using Maple C.1 ǫ expansion of the coefficients z m up to 2. order with t ≈ 0.60103 [11] . Note that the prefactors N +2
(N +8) 3 and N +2
(N +8) 5 are the same in both expansions and that the limit N → ∞ is the same for both models and equals the coefficients of the expansion of Table 9 : ν: Diagonal Borel-Padé summation of the ǫ-expansion up to 6. order. 
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